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the comb plate 6. The spring arm 15
My invention relates to hair clippers for of
projects
from the back end of this auxiliary
cutting
the
human
hair
and
has
for
its
prin
plate
and
over the back end of the
cipal purpose the provision of a device by comb platehooks
as illustrated at 16. It is be 55
means of which the hair may be thinned by lieved to be evident
that this auxiliary plate
cutting only a portion thereof as the clipper may be readily attached
to the clipper by
passes over it.
hooking the forward end at 14 over
More particularly it is a purpose of this in merely
end of the clipper and then mov
vention to provide an attachment which may the forward
the Spring hook 16 up over the back end of 60 .
be attached to the ordinary clipper and which ing
O will cause the clipper to cut only certain por the comb plate. This extends the forward
of the clipper out to the ends of the teeth
tions of the hair covered by the width thereof edge
17
of
the auxiliary plate, and this plate is
as it passes through the hair thus merely thin preferably
up With a long bevel as
ning the hair without cutting it all short. indicated atturned
18
so
that
the coarseness of the
I will describe the preferred form of my
65.
5 invention by reference to the accompanying cut is considerably increased by applying this
attachment.
.
.
.
.
.
drawing wherein
Order to accomplish the purposes of
Fig. 1 is a sectional view through the front Ininvention,
Imake the spaces 19 and 20 be
portion of the clipper of the electromagnetic this
tween
the
teeth
the auxiliary comb plate of 70:
type illustrating my invention as applied varying depth. ofThe
recesses 20 for example
20 thereto;
are
made
of
just
such
a depth as to terminate
Fig. 2 is an enlarged view of the clipper between the forward ends
of the teeth 12 and .
attachment;
and
the
forward
ends
of
the
teeth
that any
Fig. 3 is a fragmentary view illustrating hair guided into this space by11thesoteeth
will
the relative position of the cone teeth of the
25 cutter blade, the stationary comb blade, and not engage the cutter teeth 11 and therefore 75.
Will not be cut. The recesses 19 on the other
the attachment.
hand
are made considerably narrower than
Referring now in detail to the drawing, a the recesses
and extend well back beyond
portion of the clipper casing 5 to which the the forward 20
end
of the cutter teeth 11 so that
comb plate 6 is secured is shown. The cutter any hair caught between
them will be clipped. 80.
30 blade 7 is driven by means of the arm 8 car
In this manner the hair can be clipped in
ried by the armature 9 which is operated from parallel
grooves at some space apart depend
the electromagnet 10 in a well known manner. ing
upon the distance between the deep re
The teeth 11 and 12 of the cutter and the comb
respectively are so made as to cause hair to cesses 19 and the shallow recesses 20 which 85
35 be cut across substantially the full width of serve to guide the hair that is not to be
clipped.
.. "
the comb plate in normal operation.
From
the
above
description,
it
is believed
It is very often desirable to thin out the
the construction and operation of this
hair by cutting out certain portions thereof that
device will be clear to those skilled in this
and leaving the rest long; this cannot be art.
90.
40 done with the ordinary clipper.
Having
thus
described
one
specific
form
of
I have provided means, however, whereby my invention, what I claim as new and de
the clipper may be made to cut spaced grooves sire
by Letters Patent is:
through the hair leaving the portion of the 1. toA secure
clipper having a cutter blade and
hair between the grooves uncut and thus a comb hair
plate, said comb plate having means 95.
45 causing a very easy thinning Out of the hair.
thereon
for pushing hair out of the path of
In order to accomplish this purpose, I pro said cutter
blade except at certain spaced in
vide an auxiliary comb plate 13 which as il tervals across
the front thereof.
lustrated most clearly in Fig. 1 has a hook 2. A hair clipper
having a cutter blade
portion at 14 on the teeth thereof adapted to and a comb plate, said
comb plate having 100
50

engage over the forward end of the teeth 12

2
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means thereon for pushing hair out of the
path of said cutter blade except at certain
spaced intervals across the front thereof, said
means comprising an auxiliary plate fitting
5 over said comb plate and having comb teeth
thereon separated by recesses of varying
depth, the shorter of which terminate in front
of the forward edge of the cutter blade and
the longer of which extend back beyond the
20 front edge thereof.
In witness whereof, I hereunto subscribe
my name this 26th day of September A.D.,

1931.
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